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North Carolina Piedmont Rally
Spring Rally 2019
By Hank Montgomery, K4HM
The 2019 Spring Rally and ARRL Specialty Convention at Cross Winds Family Campground
took place in Linwood, NC on April 24 through 27. Late April weather in North Carolina can
be chancy, but the weatherman was good to us with lows in the 40’s and highs about 80 with fair
winds and only 1 day with a few pockets of rain. The rally was hosted by K4HM-Hank and
KG4RMT-Selene. We had a small crowd with some early birds K4HM-Hank Montgomery,
KG4RMT-Selene Montgomery, N4GJD – HARRY Prince, W4JMP-Jerri Prince, and KG9NGSam Rowe arriving on Tuesday in time for an impromptu relaxed Happy Hour. They were followed by N3YRZ-Michelle Sack, K0OHB-Wayne, and N0XKL–Jeanine on Wednesday whereupon we kicked the rally off with Happy Hour and a discussion of the preliminary schedule. After Happy Hour we had our First Timer meeting with N3YRZ-Michelle.
Thursday started with a breakfast of scrambled eggs, sausage patties, cereal, bagels, pastries,
coffee and juice. After breakfast we had our Member Meeting where Michelle was introduced
as our new Secretary/Newsletter Editor. At the meeting we finalized the rally schedule and
Hank recapped the rally surveys that were done the last 2 years. He then reported on the Advisory Board meeting last fall and the actions that came out of that meeting such as the integration
of PayPal into our website, the purchase of a projector for use in presentations at our rallies, and
the creation of a “RV Radio Network Store” on the Café Press website where members can purchase apparel and items with our logo. Hank also talked briefly about our website now being a
secure SSL website explaining that it only means you know you are actually reaching the true
website and not a hackers copy, and the data you send or receive is encrypted to protect you
from external monitoring by hackers – but SSL does not prevent having virus or other malware
on a website – that is up to the webmaster to monitor and prevent.
(Continued on page 2)
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(Continued from page 1)

After the meeting the mid-day hours were left as free time and part of that time was spent helping
Michelle install new antennas on the back of her RV.
After Happy Hour Thursday afternoon Dick Hattaway, W4PID, a ham from one of the local
clubs, used our new projector to present a seminar about FT-8 and several other digital modes using a
Raspberry-Pi. Dick has his presentation posted on his website at https://tinyurl.com/RARSSept18-Program but digital modes today is one of the fastest moving/changing topics and is old
news in a matter of weeks or less so he recommends NOT printing his presentation but keeping it
bookmarked so you will always get his latest information.

After the presentation we had a North Carolina style BBQ dinner with sides of slaw and baked
beans followed by pineapple/cherry dump cake and cookies for desert. This in turn was followed
by some social conversation with the telling of lots of stories!
Friday was basically a free day (our rally surveys indicated members want about 50% free time)
and some members went for train rides, some went to the Gold Hill Mines, and Michelle operated
Special Event station W4N. After the daily 4:00 PM Happy Hour we all went to dinner at Cagney’s Kitchen in Lexington NC.
Saturday was our ARRL Day since it was the only date posted on the ARRL Hamfest/Convention
Calendar. We started the day with a breakfast of sausage/hash brown / eggs casserole with bagels, cereal, blueberry coffee cake, coffee and juice. After breakfast we put up a G5RV antenna
beside the recreation building and set up the W4N Special Event station. The ham radio activities
started at 10:00 AM with a very small flea market inside the rec-building while the special event
station operated on the porch. Several local hams came by to visit and a couple of them spent
some time at the special event station mic with Michelle. A total of 46 contacts were made including DX from Italy & Bulgaria, while the rest were US including Puerto Rico. QSL cards will
be sent to all of the contacts we made. At 3:00 PM we had a Zoom Audio/Video conference with
the ARRL Roanoke Vice Director, Bill Morine, N2COP. Bill spoke about some of the changes
taking place at ARRL HQ and the organization on a national level, then filled us in on some of the
organization and changes taking place in North Carolina.
Supper on Saturday consisted of Pizza from Italy Café with sides of salad. Supper was followed
by the closing meeting and door prizes. The main prize was an Any Time AT-D878UV DMR/
Analog FM radio won by Hank – K4HM. The second prize was a 300W dummy load won by
Michelle – N3YRZ. We also had several gift certificates from ARRL and a few other prizes including antenna books, mugs, hats, and several items donated by a Cummins Coach Care shop
and some great looking home-made jellies from Wayne and Jeanine.
The last activity was an Ice Cream Social to cap off Saturday’s full day of events.
Sunday was departure day with traditional hugs, good-byes, 73, and a few horn toots.
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W4N was our call for the special event of our spring rally thanks to Tom
Abernethy W3TOM. A total of 46 contacts were made. DX Italy & Bulgaria, the rest were the US including Puerto Rico. Each of us having either
the tool, part, knowledge or ingenuity needed we managed to get a
G5RV strung in the trees to operate the special event station from the
front porch and had a few folks stop by to find out what was happening.
Bob KR4ZT operated the station for a while.
I (Michelle N3YRZ) did make some from the RV while testing the antenna
that the group got mounted/installed on a hitch mount.
Here is the QSL card that contacts
will receive.

Bob KR4ZT a local visitor

Wayne K0OHB runs the W4N station
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A big thank you to Hank & Selene
Montgomery. They hosted a very
fine rally in Linwood NC. The
campground they chose is very
nice. The schedule was well
planned, the presentations were
informative, and the food was superb. However, the very best component of the rally was the company. Everyone was made welcome,
knowledge shared, & ideas respected. Hank & Selene were the
models of congeniality. I know a
lot of time and effort went into the
planning and I appreciate their
work. Michelle N3YRZ

The Tarheel antenna

Hank K4HM

Jeanine
N0XKL

Wayne
K0OHB

Selene
KG4RMT

Sam KG9NG

Jerri W4JMP

Harry N4GJJD

Michelle
N3YRZ
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Jerri W4JMP
Harry N4GJD
Selene KG4RMT

KG9NG Sam programs his radio
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FT8 & other things Hams can do with raspberry pi

A presentation presented by Dick Hattaway W4PID
First and foremost, know that any program on this is very quickly outdated, so it’s
best to look it up frequently. In the meantime, he gave us some tips, ideas, and suggested sites. Here are some of them.
What equipment do you need? Raspberry pi, B+ (older models too slow) V3 is even
better
MicroSD card 8g minimum
Power supply
HDMI monitor
USB adapter
Applicable audio cables and connectors.
Some sites to look for that is adafruit.com/products3775
Rasoberrypi.org/product/raspberry-pi-3-model-b-plus
He uses SDFormatter (Google for download) follow directions.
Download Raspberry pi op system Raspian Rasoberrypi.org/downloads/ choose the
latest version for your operating system. Depending on your version you might have
to do initial setup.
Use a new mini SD card & start anew with installing op and put program on it to keep
projects separate and prevent messing up functional chip with a program that interferes. To save time, make a new image of the pi SD card at each step lest you lose
what has been working lest you corrupt it at a later step. (win32diskimager) and Etcher is what he uses.
You tube Steve Schwartz
Decrease CPU load running volk profile tool.
Some use linux, others unix.
CQR log linux logging OK7AN cqrlog.com/download
FLDIGI, CW, rtty, psk31, Mfsk, & olivia are possible.
Receive satellite images from NOAA, receive ADS-B from airlines, AIS from land based
craft, WSJT-X decode weak signals on 144, 432 EME
WSPR beacon
Dick Hattaway W4PID
FT8 mixed mode low power
Drake A4C
Make a pyrometer
Antenna analyzer
Mark, his assistant

And he ended with the pi setup he made to photograph speeders in his neighborhood.
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Jeanine N0XKL & Wayne K0OHB
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Teleconference with Bill Morine 4/27/2019 RV radio Network rally
Conference began at 1510, ended at 1600
Bill welcomed us to NC and apologized he couldn’t be here in person.
Bill discussed that one of the biggest challenges is to bring new life into radio.
We have about 800 novice class licenses but most are coming in as technicians
then leaving in frustration because they don’t hear much on the UHF/VHF bands
even with the repeaters. To help with the issue of it was decided to increase
technician privileges to include limited HF access. This would be 7.225-7.300 on
40 meters; 3.9-4 on 80meters. Their CW/digital privileges would not change.
But there are some that are not happy…”you’re giving away the store” . But
this does allow the technicians to participate in hospital nets (3.9-4)and other
ARES functions bolstering service to communities. Theses are likely to take effect this fall perhaps October.
To further the understanding of the need, he showed us around the area of his
house– last year the storm surge from hurricane Florence had a storm surge of
4-6 feet and the area was under water. Electricity was out for days.
NC has over 20000 hams. In the year 2010, volunteers joined FEMA & MEMS
in using Auxcomm (auxiliary communications) in NC. This is a program that requires 4 basic Incident Command Structure classes. Indiana still relies heavily
on ARES but NC uses Auxcomm (an acronym for Auxiliary Communications a
protocol used by FEMA). He referred us to the new ARES connect database
which utilizes 3 deployment levels...home, local, and deploy ready. This is a
multiyear plan .
He mentioned that national traffic systems have been neglected and RRI (Radio
Relay International )is working with NTS to resolve compatibility.
Improved airway enforcement is coming. (see http://www.arrl.org/news/arrl-andfcc-sign-memorandum-to-implement-new-volunteer-monitor-program ). In 1996
language liberalization changed what is considered polite. Remember the FCC
has many other concerns (cell phones, TV, commercial radio, etc.) that they enforce so we are not their only priority. Many of their field offices are closed due
to budget– let you senator know you request increased budget. It may take outside grants or ARRL endowments to help.
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Hank K4HM prepares to run Echolink net

Sam KG9NG gets connected too
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Fall Rally in Superior
Wisconsin
September 11-14
Watch the web for more information
Are you in the 1/3 of the US that is only 500 miles away… according to
https://www.wisconsinhistory.org/Records/Article/CS2906 Check it out for more
fun facts about Wisconsin

Hostess
Pat RYAN
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The Network News

Monitoring

Frequency when traveling
Though I am not a new
ham (licensed in 1997), I’m
trying to improve my mobile operation. So recently I
asked the question on the
net
“when you travel,
what frequency do you
monitor– if I saw you and
wanted to call?”
The most frequently monitored frequency is 146.52.
A few use a repeater app
to find & monitor local
frequencies .

HF, APRS, D-Star are mentioned
with HF mostly when stopped for
the night.
K0OHB & N0XKL monitor scanner
for police, fire, CB 19 & 9, and
146.52
So now we know.
If you see a fellow RVRN member
on the road try 146.52 and give
them a call!

Net Manager's Report by Pat

“Save the date

Well now that the
Spring Rally is over I
know everyone had a
good time. Thanks to
Hank and Selene.

September 1114!”

Save the date for the
Fall Rally which will be
in Superior, Wisconsin,
Sept 11-14. 2019. We
will be at the Fairgrounds & rate will be
$40.00 for the week including water, electric, and a nice dump
station on site.
Plans are in works for a
tour of Cirrus Aircraft
plant, which is the
plane with a built in
parachute.

Other plans are in
the works. I am sure
you will not be disappointed.
Hopefully the Rally
will be on your list for
Fall travel. Sept is a
nice month here in
Wisconsin. I am looking forward to seeing
old friends and meeting new ones. More
information to come
later.
Happy Mothers to all
Moms
73.
Pat Net Manager
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Deputy’s Docket
(The Deputy Net Managers “to-do” list)

RV Radio Network Evening HF Net:
Our 7:00 PM central time HF net continues to suffer from poor band conditions but has
picked up somewhat over recent months thanks to the efforts of our great Net Control
Operators and lots of help from relay stations. Although participation has increased
there are still stations that struggle to be heard. Our Communications Manager, FredKA2HPG, still needs more NCOs and more relay stations. Please check into this net as
often as possible and help the NCO by relaying for weak stations. The evening net is
the best way to stay in touch with your fellow members. If you are already checking
into the net please consider being an NCO. If you can’t take on a regular NCO schedule
then maybe you can help out as an alternate NCO.

Thursday Evening Echolink Net:
The RV Radio Network Echolink Net officially started in January and has grown steadily
since then. The net meets on the W3TOM-R Echolink repeater each Thursday at 8:00
PM Central time - one hour later than our 40 meter evening net. Echolink makes it
possible to participate in an ON THE AIR net, even if you do not have a radio, using a
free program on your PC, or even without a PC by using a free cell phone APP! Please
try to participate in this Thursday evening net and help us stay in touch with those
members who are unable to participate in the nightly HF net. The net operates in a
round-table format where the check-in list is repeated at least twice, more if participants wish to stay longer. The W3TOM repeater is owned by RVRN member Tom Abernethy, W3TOM. We are grateful to Tom for allowing us to use his repeater for our net.
See RVRADIONETWORK.COM/echolink.php for more information about the weekly
EchoLink net including step-by-step instructions to install the PC software to get you
connected.
Why should you try the echo link?
• Available to anyone with a Technician class license or higher license.
• Not subject to antenna restrictions
• Not affected by the lack of 40m RF propagation
• Can participate even without a radio or antenna
• Access with just a PC or Cell Phone
Access from virtually anywhere in the world via internet
NOTE: Even though you access via the internet you are still transmitting over an Amateur Radio Repeater and you must adhere to all FCC Rules and Regulations.
Online Payment for Dues:
At the Advisory Board meeting in Osseo it was decided to pursue using PayPal for
online payment of annual dues and membership applications. That has now been implemented making it much easier to renew your membership, or apply for membership.
The PayPal transaction fee is being absorbed by the net, but since we implemented
PayPal both renewals and new memberships have increased so the small cost of the
transaction fees is well worth the increase in membership.
(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

Club Logo on Apparel:
Also at the Advisory Board meeting in Osseo I was asked to investigate making it possible for members to order items with the RV Radio Network logo. We now have some
items available at Café Press under the title of the “RV RADIO NETWORK STORE”.
Pleas access the store at https://www.cafepress.com/rvradionetwork and look over
what is currently available. Café Press has a lot of other items that can be added to our
store so if you see something you would like to have added please let me know.
Rally Survey Results Not As Helpful Expected:
In recent years our rally participation has declined. Even the number of rallies has declined due to inability of finding rally hosts. The same few members seem to be hosting
all of our rallies. In 2017 we ran an online survey to get membership input to determine what we need to change in order to increase rally participation. The survey was ill
-fated and quickly cancelled due to spammers accessing the survey. We ran a more
controlled survey in 2018 but got input from only about 20% of our members.
Having no one willing to host a 2019 Spring Rally, Selene and I decided to take the only
week we had open on our calendar and host the rally at a site near our northward trek.
Based on the results of the survey, we selected an inexpensive non-resort type
campground with full hookups, pull-through sites, a room we could use for events, and
in a location where there were many attractions providing interesting tours and visits.
We built in catered meals, a pot-luck, 2 seminars, registered as an ARRL Specialty Convention on the ARRL Hamfest calendar, and we even had a Special Event Station on the
air. Basically we built in everything we possibly could that was requested by the rally
surveys, increased publicity, and added better prizes. The initial response was encouraging as I was contacted by several long time members who indicated they were going
to attend, and also several local hams inquired about when they might be welcome to
attend.
In the end, we were successful in getting one long time member who has been inactive
for several years to come to the rally, and we got one new member to attend the rally.
However, in spite of following the survey results, participation from our other members
was very much lacking and we probably had the smallest rally on record. We had almost as many local hams visit as we had members present. In spite of that, we did
have a great time and had a successful rally. Most of you just don’t know what you
missed!
We REALLY want to want to have rallies that our members will attend!
SO – I am requesting you to “send in your cards and letters”! Surveys don’t seem to
work so please just jot down what it would take to get YOU to come to a rally and send
it in an email. You can address to me personally as webmaster@rvradionetwork.com
OR – you can address it to the entire Advisory Board by sending it to
board@rvradionetwork.com
73, K4HM – Hank RV Radio Network Deputy Net Manager
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March, 8th. 2019

KD3AF, Jerry Sullivan,
Net#249 SK
Jerry was a very active member for many
years. His XYL Myrt, N3SHD became a SK
in 2017.

Jerry Robert Sullivan (age9 1)
On March 8, 2019, Jerry Robert Sullivan was reunited with his bride, Myrtle Lillian Keays
Sullivan (age 90) who passed away February 6, 2017.
They were married June 6, 1948 in San Francisco, CA.
They leave 10 children: Jerry Michael, Rita (Max), Linda
(Chris), Patrick, Kathleen (Sissy), Debora (Steve), Robert
(Marlene), Roberta (David), Eileen (Bill), and Gregory
(Andrea);1 great, great grandchild, 24 grandchildren,
and33 great grandchildren.
Dad was born in Butte, Montana on February 11, 1928
and moved to San Francisco at age 3. He participated in
World War II as an Aircraft Warning Service “spotter”; worked in the SF Naval Shipyards &
served in the U.S. Army in Alaska and in Naval Reserves. He worked as a civilian for the Navy Department Bureau of Ships and for NAVSEA Systems Command designing ships to ensure the crews’ safety. He retired in 1983 to work with Hi-Test Labs performing shock testing
on naval vessels. He enjoyed ham radio, camping, playing the organ, computers, RVing, and
the Sullivan Annual Family Reunion and Pasty Cook-off.
Dad’s sense of humor surprised many friends. Both parents had a passion for justice and
equality. Our mom served in the Nurse Cadet Corp, & worked as a RN in the nursery at DC
General and PG Hospital.
Our parents had a strong faith; opening their hearts and home to others. Memorial services
Saturday, April 27, 2019 at 2:00 pm at St. John the Evangelist, 8908 Old Branch Ave. Clinton, MD. Repast at Bethany Christian Church 7128 Allentown Rd, Ft. Washington, MD.
Contributions to: Father Henry Slevin, Memo: Vietnam Mission, 2021 Rhode Island Ave.
NE, Washington, DC 20018.
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KE4NJN, Ann Webber, Net#196 SK
(XYL of SK N4LUW)

Ann Dickie Webber, 86, of Inglis, FL, formerly of St. Petersburg, died at her daughter's home in Inglis, under the care of
her loving family and Vitas Healthcare, on April 9, 2019. Ann is
survived by her son, Roger (Heidi) of Bayou Vista, TX; two
daughters, Terri O'Neill (Jim) of Inglis, and Linda Wilson (Jim)
of Inglis; five grandchildren; and two greatgrandchildren.
She was predeceased by her oldest son, Scott, and her husband of 62 years, Jim. Ann was born in Worcester, MA, to the
late Franklin Dickie and Inez Romkey Dickie, where she lived
until marrying Jim Webber, who was serving in the United
States Marine Corps. Ann and Jim raised their family throughout the United States, with Jim retiring from the U.S. Coast
Guard in 1975.
Ann and her husband owned several small businesses in St.
Petersburg, including Jim's Babalu Bar and Grill. They enjoyed
13+ years on the road as full-time RVers, travelling the United
States and Canada, and settled in Inglis in 1999. Ann was active in the Episcopal Church wherever she happened to be, especially at Holy Cross in St. Petersburg. Her beautiful voice was
a wonderful and integral part of the choir.
Ann was a thoughtful and loving daughter, sister, wife and
mother; a steadfast cornerstone of her family. She will be
missed by all who knew and loved her.
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RV Tips RV fire Safety:
Three really important fire safety
steps you should
take according to
https://
www.nps.gov/
articles/p52-rv-firesafety-101.htm:Working smoke
detectors properly
located,

Fire extinguishers
in the right places
(kitchen, bedroom,
& outside unlocked
compartment) Everyone travelling with
you should know
how to use them.

Be able to get out of
your RV from any location, VERY quickly.
Know how those
emergency exit windows work!

GET OUT
&
STAY OUT!

You should also
Inspect RV every time before you go
Store charcoal in a covered metal container.
Inspect power cord to assure good condition & replace damaged cords immediately.
Keep brakes, tires, and electrical connection in good order
Propane should be shut off while driving.
Don’t park where a hot part could ignite grass
Never leave cooking unattended.
Turn off appliances and fans when you leave the RV.
keep 12-volt lights & stoves off or clear .of anything that could ignit
Allow propane to disperse before relighting a stove
Don’t park near fire sources (fire rings, tiki torches, and lanterns)
Don't overload the electrical outlets & only if absolutely necessary use extension
cords (must be heavy duty) and be sure not near/under combustible material.
If there is a fire:
Get everybody out of the RV and safely away from the fire.
If it is a small fire and you can extinguish it without putting yourself in danger, put it out with a
fire extinguisher. If it is too big of a fire or coming from an unknown source, do not risk your
safety Call 911 firefighters can arrive sooner if given exact location
Never re-enter a burning RV to retrieve anything--GET OUT & STAY OUT!
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Smithsonian Institution station NN3SI
The Smithsonian Institution station NN3SI was in continuous
operation from the bicentennial 1976 to 2008. The station
was shut down and dismantled in 2008 after a building renovation.
Now in 2019 we have renewed the callsign as Smithsonian
Institution Amateur Radio Group. We have a small number of
members and will operate as an employee radio club for now.
We do not have a station or equipment yet, but we hope to
build up slowly and someday return to a museum. NN3SI will
be back on the air this year for most radio events. We will be
sending a special QSL card. Please listen out for us! The best
way to show your interest is to work NN3SI on the air. The
Smithsonian is interested to see how many people we reach
on the air and the demand for the QSL card.

We will be on HF from 6-40 phone and digital, but a large
amount of activity will be 20 meter digital FT8/PSK31/RTTY
due to limited equipment. We are not equipped to accept donations for now, it will be a while before we get there.
For more information email us at nn3si@si.edu
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Down memory lane
From the newsletter May 2001

I

Good Sam Forces Name Change
n a rather surprise move, and after nearly 14 years of so-called peaceful co-existence, we have received a letter from Good Sam Hqs which
enjoined us to either become a chapter of the Good Sam Club, chartered in one state, or stop using the Good Sam name.

After due consideration of all the ramifications, the Net Manager, upon the
advice of the Advisory Board, decided that for the good of the Network, we
will drop Good Sam from our name and henceforth we will be known as The
RV Radio Network.
Here’s some history and background. We got our start in 1985 as a local
chapter in Texas. At first it worked just fine, but as we started to grow, problems developed. It finally came to pass that we did not have anyone in Texas
who wanted to be chapter officers (a requirement of the Good Sam Club) and
at the same time several out-of-state members were starting to object to paying Texas State dues (also a Good Sam requirement) when they got no apparent benefit from the Texas State Good Sam organization.
Finally, after about two years of trying to reconcile our problems of being a
State chapter, we severed our relationship with the Texas chapter and organized ourselves along the lines of other amateur radio nets.
Prior to our separation from the chapter, we petitioned Good Sam Hqs. to
charter us as a National Chapter since amateur radio does not recognize
county or state lines. Our petition was denied, and the response stated in
part “our structure is such that we prefer to organize on the chapter level,
rather than nationwide. Our plan is to promote to our (State) Directors the
concept that they actively try to organize a ham radio chapter in their particular state. In that way there would ultimately be a nationwide network, but
without the problems that have been encountered by the Texas chapter.”
Obviously, amateur radio is more than local and a network is much more
than a group of local chapters.
Even though we were denied national chapter status, and we already knew
18

that the network could not function properly as a local chapter, we continued to require our members to be members of the Good Sam Club, at
least when they initially joined. Over the years we have encouraged the
formation of local state amateur radio chapters and several have been
formed.
We have notified Good Sam Hqs that we have ceased using Good Sam
in our name and are in the process of making the necessary changes in
our newsletter and our other various publications.

Over the years a lot of people have purchased apparel with the name
Good Sam RV Radio Network. No new apparel with that name will be ordered, and any new apparel will have our revised name and logo. It is not
anticipated that anyone will be forced to discard previously purchased
apparel and we expect to continue to see those old shirts and hats at future rallies.
The biggest change or difference that we can foresee at this time is our
name change and the elimination of the requirement to join the Good
Sam Club before one can be a member of the Network.
Our name has changed, but in all other aspects we anticipate
“business as usual”.

From the newsletter May 2001
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Practice questions
What is meant by the term Third Party Communications?
A. A message from a control operator to another amateur station control
operator on behalf of another person
B. Amateur radio communications where three stations are in communications with one another
C. Operation when the transmitting equipment is licensed to a person other than the control operator

D. Temporary authorization for an unlicensed person to transmit on the
amateur bands for technical experiments
Which of the following applies when two stations transmitting on
the same frequency interfere with each other?
A. Common courtesy should prevail, but no one has absolute right to an
amateur frequency
B. Whoever has the strongest signal has priority on the frequency
C. Whoever has been on the frequency the longest has priority on the frequency
D. The station that has the weakest signal has priority on the frequency
What happens to the radiation pattern of an unterminated long
wire antenna as the wire length is increased?
A. The lobes become more perpendicular to the wire
B. The lobes align more in the direction of the wire
C. The vertical angle increases
D. The front-to-back ratio decreases

What is a shift register?
A. A clocked array of circuits that passes data in steps along the array
B. An array of operational amplifiers used for tri-state arithmetic operations
C. A digital mixer
D. An analog mixer
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H

ms in Action

April 14, an EF-2 tornado hit the small city of Shelby, Ohio. Six were
injured. ARES/SKYWARN worked the Cleveland Weather Office.
They provided information so warnings were issued10 minutes prior to the tornado touching down.
Images, video and audio of the event can be found on the section's
website http://arrl-ohio.org/shelby-tornado.html

Our Members
Who are the members of the RVRN?
That is what we’ll learn in this column. It may be a featured
member or answers to a question of the quarter. We might
just have pictures, or write ups of a trip that a member sent.
It will be what we the members make it. I am open to suggestions and I need input to help keep this newsletter filled.
Please send me news about your latest trip, the new way
you found to do something in your rig, an interesting contact you made, pictures, or anything else to share with fellow members.

Let’s start with an easy question –how & when did
you learn about the RVRN?
Drop me a line (or 100) msack@verizon.net or tell me
on the nets.
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Minutes of membership meeting April 25, 2019
Members present:
Hank Montgomery K4HM Deputy Net Manager
Michelle Sack N3YRZ Secretary/Newsletter Editor
Selene Montgomery KG4RMT
Wayne Ashwell K0OHB
Jeanine Ashwell N0XKL
Harry Prince N4GJD
Jerri Prince W4JMP
Sam Rowe KG9NG

Hank Montgomery K4HM, Deputy Net Manager opened the meeting at 9:00 AM in the recreation room at Crosswinds Campground Linwood, NC.
Hank introduced Michelle Sack, N3YRZ, as the new Secretary/Newsletter Editor filling one of
several needed Assistant Net Manager positions, and he asked her to tell us a little of her background. He commented that since joining the club a few months ago she has been very active
has been helping in several aspects of the organization.
The schedule for the rest of the rally was discussed and finalized. Since Friday is a free time
day, so no one will have to spend it cooking, it was decided to go out to eat at Cagney’s restaurant rather than do a pot luck on Friday the 26th
Hank briefly recapped the results of the 2 recent rally surveys - need some rallies south of Wisconsin, fancy resort campgrounds aren’t needed, would like about 50% free time, opening/
closing meetings only so/so important, have a radio set up for net participation and possibly as
a special event station, have the rally listed on the ARRL calendar and promoting contact with
local hams were the highest request from those surveys. Hank said that he and Selene have incorporated those into this rally.
Discussion of reasons for low turnout for this rally ensued and it was decided that we are enjoying the closeness of the small group allowing us to get to know each other better than we
would at the larger events
Our 40-meter net report. We are thankful for our net Communications Manager, Fred Koch,
KA2HPZ, and for our net control stations, Tim K5TGS, Jim K5WWT, Hal KJ4TD, and Bob
N0AZA. We appreciate the way they repeat the highlights of what each station reports in as we
sometimes don’t hear all the stations, and the breaks they leave to allow check-ins, especially
from weak stations having trouble being heard. Relays are also a huge help so that all can
know what is happening. Due to the excellent Net Control Ops and Relays, the net is getting
good participation in spite of the prevailing terrible band conditions. But we need more net
control stations -if you would like to be an alternate NCO please contact our Communications
Manager - Fred, KA2HPG.

(Continued on page 23)
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The Thursday evening Echolink net operates on the W3TOM-R repeater one hour after the HF
net and is getting good participation. Sam KG9NG has made arrangements for the use of
W9YT-R as an alternate repeater for our use if W3TOM-R is offline..
Hank reminded us that our website now has SSL security, meaning that when you connect to
“https://rvradionetwork.com” you can be assured you are connected to our site and were not
redirected to a false site. It also provides some assurance that the connection is private and cannot be monitored to by outsiders. However, SSL does not mean a website content it safe. SSL
does not limit the content of a website; it only provides secure ACCESS to the site. Hank
however assures that content on our site is controlled and is as safe as possible.
Hank then reported some outcome of the fall Advisory Board Meeting.

The Advisory Board decided to try using PayPal to make it easier for members to renew dues,
and for new members to send their application fee. In recent months we have been able to add
this capability to our website and we are able to do membership application and renewal financial transactions through PayPal and the club absorbs the small PayPal transaction fee. Also, if
a rally host has a PayPal account they can also receive Rally Fees via PayPal with no PayPal
transaction fee. Since implementing PayPal, both our membership renewal rate and new
member application rate have increased, so it appears to have been a popular decision.
We currently have about 130 paid up members. New Member Application fee is $14 which
includes a club decal and the Membership Renewal cost is still $12/year.

A question was asked as why dues are not charged by the calendar year each January 1st. Hank
reminded that our organization, like most businesses, operates on a Fiscal Year rather than a
calendar year for tax reporting and the dues correspond to that calendar in order to avoid complexity of memberships that span portions of 2 fiscal years.
As members have expressed an interest in apparel with the RVRN logo, the Advisory Board
asked Hank investigate offering RVRN branded apparel online. Hank has now set up a store at
“Café Press” and you will soon see a link to the RV Radio Network Store on the website.
Hank requests that provide feedback to him regarding the store and the quality of any purchases you make. Also there are many other items at Café Press that can be put in the store with
our logo applied. Let Hank know if you have any recommendations.
The Advisory Board also decided that we should have a club projector for presentations at
meetings. Marshall & Hank had been looking but no purchase had been made so Hank got final approval & purchased one in time for use at this rally. Hank had it set up during our meeting for our inspection &for the speaker use this evening. It accepts many different types of input and has built speakers with sufficient volume for our group as well as many other features
were not used for this event.
(Continued on page 24)
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Hank reminded us it is very important that our Email addresses in the RVRN Email List and
the Member Profile be kept in sync. These functions are on different servers and can’t communicate with each other. The Email List is for members only but being on a different server
it has no way to automatically verify membership. A semi-automated audit process periodically compares both lists and deletes addresses from the email list if they are not found in the
member profiles. So please check to be sure both have the SAME correct email. If you need
assistance contact Hank.
After the Advisory Board report, Hank announced that Pat, N9JIX, will host the fall rally in
Superior, WI on Sep 10-14 and the campground has given us a special camping charge of $40
to cover all 4 nights – that’s not each, but a total camping charge of $40 covering the entire 4
nights! - including water and electric at each site with a dump station in the campground! Pat
has also planned for a tour of the Circus Airplane Factory. Harry, N4GJD, commented that being in WI, we must eat cheese…it is wonderful there.
Hank reminded us that hosts are needed for future rallies. Many members have requested that
we have rallies in more southern or western locations. We would definitely like to do that –
but a rally needs a host, and it seems like those who want rallies in these locations are unwilling to host. We used to have rallies in these areas, and they were very well attended, often
with 50 or more RVs. Not only that, but as evidenced by THIS rally, there don’t appear to be
very many members in the Carolinas and surrounding area are willing to attend rallies – even
when they are nearby. We need our members (present company excluded) to realize that if
they want rallies in their area they need to step up and at least CO-HOST a rally. Experienced
hosts are glad to assist with planning and support, but someone needs boots on the ground to
search for sites and make advanced arrangements.
Building our membership may provide more who are willing to host, but new members lack
the experience of attending our rallies, so please be ready and willing to co-host if a new member wants to host a rally in your area.
Hank reminded us that in order to build our membership, we all need to be ambassadors for
our organization. When you see other ham radio operators in a campground, at a hamfest, at
your local club, or anywhere, remember to tell them about the RV Radio Network and about
our HF and EchoLink nets. There is even a brochure available for download near the bottom
of the main page of our website. It is a simple tri-fold that can be printed on your PC printer.
Please print some of these to have on hand so you can hand them out to potential members.
Most hamfests have tables for other hamfest flyers – put some RV Radio Network brochures
on those tables!

(Continued on page 25)
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Hank asked that we please contact him for further information about rally hosting, membership promotion, or other questions.
The meeting adjourned at 9:58 AM.
Flyers for the club are available online (bottom of the home page https://rvradionetwork.com/ )
Please print and give out at your local club.

Hank K4HM setting up the new projector
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Use Our Discone Antenna https://titanmissilemuseum.org/ham-radio-operators/
Titan Missile Museum

Sahuarita, Arizona

Ham Radio Operators, you can now broadcast and listen on the discone antenna at the Titan Missile
Museum. When the Titan II 571-7 became operational in 1963, its communication system included a
large, broadband discone antenna that is still standing today.
Built by Collins Radio Company, the antenna is 80 feet tall and has a large crown, enabling it to radiate signals over a wide range of frequencies.

If you’re an amateur radio operator, you can use the antenna free of charge when the museum is
open. Here’s what you need to know:
Step into the Visitor Center and ask for the antenna log book.
Read the instructions and sign the book
Drive to the antenna and park near the table
Open the metal box and roll out the coax cable
Connect your radio using the PL-259 connector on the end of the cable
When finished, please roll up and return the cable to the box
For more information, check in with Green Valley Amateur Radio Club. https://www.gvarc.us/
Titan Missile Museum
1580 W. Duval Mine Rd.
Sahuarita, Arizona 85629
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Team Exuberance - The K3LR All-Youth Team
2019 CQ WW WPX SSB Contest March 30-31st, 2019

K3LR, in Pennsylvania, is a superstation that is active in many contests, and yes, Tim Duffy, its owner, hosted an amazing team this year. Not only is this year the first time that K3LR participated in CQ
WW WPX SSB, but this is also the first time there has been a team of only youth ham radio operators!
Each of these fine operators, all under the age of 21, are quickly becoming household names in the
world of contesting. Dubbed “Team Exuberance,” they are determined to use their youthful energy
and love for the hobby to give the other competitors in Multi-Two a run for their money. The international team members include six operators: Violetta, KM4ATT; Marty, NN1C (ex-KC1CWF); Bryant,
KG5HVO; David, VE7DZO; Tomi, HA8RT; and Levi, K6JO.
As a result of the 2018 Dave Kalter Memorial Youth DX Adventure to Curacao, a desire to form a
youth contesting team was sparked. Upon her return to the states, Violetta, shared her idea with Tim
Duffy. He eagerly jumped on the idea and offered his support and his station. Tim is approaching this
contest as a excellent way to mentor youth through the use of his station. Each youth operator will
have one parent on the trip with them. Tim and his team, advise and coach, don’t make any contacts.
“It is really exciting that the initiative has begun for an all youth contest team. All of the youth contesters have been selected for the individual contributions they will be bringing to the team effort. Above
all else, Tim wants this to be a learning opportunity for the team. “Our number one goal is to have fun.
This is passing the torch. Our second goal is to learn something. Being a good contest operator
sharpens a lot of skills that are good in life - how to interact with people, how to understand people
with various accents, how to work with people to get certain information, and how to work together as
a team. The focus on the team. It’s not just all about you and how fast you can run, but are you doing
things that benefit the team. So emphasizing teamwork is important for a successful contest.” There
are multiple operators but only two transmitters. We will use four radios at a given time and a stack of
antennas for each operator. One operator is running while the other is interweaving QSOs search and
pounce. As a result, four stations are manned for the 48 hour contest. The team hopes that this will
be the start of many future all youth contest teams. We want to continue doing these from multiple stations. There have been very successful programs in IARU Region One; what YOTA is doing. We really want to bring that to the U.S. in a big way.
Condensed from article written by Ruth Willet, KM4LAO http://www.k3lr.com/youth/WPX19PH/
Team%20Exuberance%202019.pdf
More info http://www.k3lr.com/youth/WPX19PH/
And inspired by them...http://n0ssc.com/posts/830-announcing-yarc-youth-contestingprogram
More youth groups !!!
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Membership
https://rvradionetwork.com/membership.php
or fill out form below

The RV Radio Network
2019/2020 Membership / Renewal Application
31 May 2019—01 June 2020
Name: _________________________________ Call: ____________________ Net #: _______________

Spouse: ________________________________ Call: ______________________________
Address: _______________________________ City: ______________________________
State: ______Zip: _____________________ ARRL (Y) (N)
Phone: (Home) ____________________________ (Cell) ______________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________________________
(All Newsletters are Emailed )
New Membership: $14.00 Signature: ___________________________________________________
Renewal Membership: $12.00 Make checks payable to: RV Radio Network

Mail to: Marshall Kiel KF9SU
1401 Parkview Dr
Tomah, WI 54660-1067

Whoooooo Gets What …
News, photos & Bios, Michelle N3YRZ (Editor)
Dues: New: $14
Renewal: $12
Decal Orders:($1.00 each)
Marshall KF9SU
1401 Parkview Dr
Tomah, WI 54660-1067
Changes (Address, Roster & Net Info): Marshall KF9SU
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RV Radio
Network

Net Manager:
Pat Ryan N9JIX
4728 S Co. Rd. C
Superior WI 54880-8527
n9hnw@aol.com
Newsletter Editor:
Michelle Sack N 3YRZ
PO Box 1182
Waldorf, MD 20604
msack@verizon.net

The Network News is published four times a year (approximately Feb, May, Aug and Nov) by
The RV Radio Network for the use and enjoyment of its mem-bers. News items should be sent
to the Editor by the first of the month preceding the publication date.
Technical items included in the Network News is for your information only. They have not
been tested by the RVRN officers or staff. The RV Radio Network accepts no legal responsibility for such information and cannot guarantee the article will pertain to your situa-tion.
The Network News invites you to share your hints, tips and articles of information with fellow
members. Send to editor by US mail or E-mail with your contact information. Additional updated news is available on the RVRN web site: www.RVRadioNetwork.com

RV Radio Nets
HF Net We invite all Amateur Radio Operators with an appropriate
FCC license to participate in our nightly net on 7265 KHz. at 7:00

Friends Keeping In Touch via
Amateur Radio and RV’s

rvradionetwork.com

PM Central Time (15 minutes earlier in winter months.)
Our Net Control Operators KA2HPG, KJ4TD, N0AZA, K5WWT, and
K5TGS welcome you. We are always looking for Alternate NCOs. If
you would like to be an alternate NCO please contact our Communications Manager - Fred, KA2HPG.

EchoLink Net Each Thursday @ 8:00 PM Central Time on the

W3TOM-R Echolink Repeater. We now have a weekly net available to

ANY Amateur Radio Operator (technician class or higher). Echolink
makes it possible to participate in an "On-The-Air" radio net even if
you don't have a radio. We thank fellow RVRN member Tom,
W3TOM, for supporting this net on his Echolink repeater. Alternate
W9YT-R

Leave Laughing
Okay, so I’m not
the smartest ham:
The N3YRZ
remote

I got a new radio.
I’m checking it out.
I program in a local
repeater and toss
out my call sign. I
hear music. It only
lasts a few seconds.
I try again. Yep I
hear music but it’s
not from the radio.
It’s in my room.
Yes, turn down

power as I’m investigating. TV is off
walk to it-nope. It’s
coming from where
I was sitting at
computer desk. Ah
the computer you
probably think like I
did-nope. The laptop-no. HF rig,
nope. Okay pulling
everything off desk.
There it is in the
outgoing mail pile!

What? How? My
niece’s musical
birthday card. So
let’s all have a good
laugh at the N3YRZ
remote. (No reply
on the radio though
guess 0.05 not
enough power).
Be careful in the
card aisle if
“camping at Wally
world”.

Practice questions Answers:

1A , 2A, 3B, 4A
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